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on other nations for the satisfaction of many of its wants.
And in fact international decisions and law have really and
substantially limited its external independence—wo may call
it sovereignty if we please—and now wo cannot conceive of
a nation doing even in external affairs absolutely what it
pleases. Questions of armaments, colonial policy,
commercial laws, are all now influenced by decisions of
several nations collectively.
Even in internal affairs a nation cannot blindly and
unrestrictedly exercise its authority. Since the War
of 1914-18 nations have often met, and they regularly
meet, with humanitarian objects, to arrive at decisions
which affect the well-being of their citizens as men.
The decisions of the International Labour Conferences, such
as limiting of the hours of work, welfare of labour, child and
female labour, all contribute to alter the idea even of internal
sovereignty of a state. In fact as our political horizon
increases our view of sovereignty changes and we begin to
conceive the citizens of the whole world as belonging to
one family. With this change, all nations arc losing their
absolutely independent character. They are becoming more
and more interdependent, and in their internal as well as
external affairs they have to take into consideration the effect
which their actions would produce upon the world, In view
of these forces, therefore, we cannot conceive of absolute
sovereignty as enjoyed by a particular state over its citizens.
We are more and more driven to the belief that as
governments exist for the good of the citizens, it is the latter
who not only change the form of their government but are
the real source of its authority. And in federations this
ideal is being rapidly realised,
Special Position of the Judiciary.
The third aad the last  characteristic   of  a federal
constitution, is the special position of its Judiciary,    This

